3. Training in SSG
This instruction describes where and how you conduct the required training in SSG.
Note that some of the training material has sound. It is therefore recommended to use headphones or a
PC with sound/speakers.
The description is based on the condition that you have received the email from SSG on your PC. At the
end of the instruction it is described how you can log on to SGG without access to the email.
1.
When you are
assigned a training,
you will receive an
email with a training
link – Student Code.
You will receive an
email for each training,
but it is only necessary
to follow the below
procedure once to get
to the relevant
training.
Note that both
trainings must be
conducted before you
start working at
Fortum.
2.
Klick on the link in the
email.
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3.
To ensure that your registration is correct, you will see this picture:

4.
If the information is correct,
klick the green button: Yes, my
information is correct
(Go to step 6).
5.
If the information is not
correct, klick
No, this is not me.
You have to contact the SSG
administrator to get your
information corrected.
6.
When you enter SSG,
you must start at My
startpage. Choose My
courses.
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7.
At this page, you can see
which courses you have
been assigned. In this
case, it is the 2
mandatory courses at
Fortum.

8.
The training SSG Entre Grundkursus – For Arbejde i Den Danske Industri is the basic training – it will take
approx. 2 hours to complete.
The course SSG Entre Fortum Waste Solutions Nyborg is the local training – it will take approx. 30
minutes to complete.
The courses can be completed in random order, but we recommend you to start with the basic course.
Both trainings must be completed prior to working at Fortum!
9.
Klick on the course which
you want to conduct.
At the bottom right corner,
a menu is opened. You can
choose language for the
training, either Danish or
English. Choose your
preferred language to start
the training.
(Note that the person in the
illustration has already completed the
training. It therefore says Repeat at
the button where you will see Start).

After having completed the
course, it is possible to
print a diploma via the
button at the right side.
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10.
At the top of the screen, you can see
how far you have come in the specific
training. The bar at the top shows which
main chapter you work on, while the
bar at the bottom shows the underlying
chapter.
11.
If you klick on Certification at the bottom left corner, you
will go directly to page 39 of 39, and you can start the
test.
As long as you have not started the test, you can freely
flip through all the pages.
12.
At the bottom left corner, you will see this bar.

13.
The button Listen activates reading of the page.
During reading, the cursor will point at the text
which applies.
14.
The digits above the bar show which page you
are on.

15.
The arrows are used to flip through the pages.

16.
Throughout the training, you will see orange
buttons or text in orange as showed here to the
right.
When you see an orange text/orange button,
you have to klick and either read more about a
topic or take short tests to check that you have
understood what you just read.
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17.
Some of the questions require that you have to
play a video – then klick at the white button in
the middle of the picture.

18.
When ready to start the test, you must go to
the last page.
-

When you have started the test, it is
not possible to go back into the text.

-

If you leave the test before finishing,
you have to start from the beginning
when you login next time.

19.
Klick on Start certification. You have to answer
80% of the questions correctly to pass.
20.
When all questions have been answered, klick
Send results.

21.
The example shows an employee who has
passed the training with 2 errors. The employee
can see which questions he/she has not
answered properly, but not what the correct
answer is.
The test is passed if more than 80% of the
questions have been answered correctly.
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22.
Klick Ok and choose Exit.
If you have passed the test, you are finished. If
you have not passed the test, you can repeat
the test by choosing the training again.
23.
Note that it is always possible to repeat the training. If you need a brush-up, it can be done from the
page My courses.
When you choose a training, which you have already passed, the button says Repeat instead of Start.
The trainings can be conducted as often as you want to, but the validity will not be prolonged.
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Access via code without email
A.
If you have a code, but no access to a link via email, you can go to the webpage www.ssg.se and follow
the instruction:
B.
You can
change
language into
English at the
upper right
corner and
choose Log in.

C.
Choose Take a course.

D.
Enter your code and klick
Login.

E.
Continue to step 3 on page 2 in the guide above.
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FAQ and support
Below, we have tried to answer the most frequently asked questions occurring in setting up of SSG
including an instruction in contacting the SSG support.

I have forgotten my
password.

Username appears in the welcoming email received from SSG.
A new password can be ordered via the webpage. Use the guidance regarding
Administration of employees to the log-on page and klick Forgot Password?
Pls. follow the instruction.
A link for creating a new password will be forwarded to the email address or
telephone no. stated in your profile.

I don’t know the
administrator of our
company.

Only your company and SSG know who your administrator is – Fortum does not
know.
If the administrator cannot be identified (maybe the person has left your
company), you must contact SSG as described below.

Only one Danish
training appears
when I try to order
courses for my
employees.

Most probably there was a mistake during the registration – and you in this way
had chosen the Danish translation of the Swedish training instead of the correct
Danish training.

You inform us that
the courses are valid
for 3 years – but on
the access cards it is
stated 5 years –
what is correct?

The courses are valid for 3 years and must be renewed prior to expiry.

Contact SSG as described below.

The specification on the card states the expiry date of the card – not the expiry of
the course.
By replacing the card after 5 years, we ensure that the photo of the employee is
renewed and that the companies’ cards have an active chip
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I and/or my
employees have not
received the Access
card.

The Access card will be issued when a photo is uploaded. Usually it takes 5-10
days before the card is sent from Sweden.
Until you have received the Access card, you can document it in one of the
following ways that you have passed the courses:




Print the course certificate from SSG’s webpage (see guidance 3 – course
in SSG).
Take a screenshot of SSG’s webpage showing that the courses have been
passed – for instance My courses.
Pls. state the number of the Access card from the page My profile. At
Fortum, we can check the number via SSG’s database.

I have got new
employer and I
conducted the
courses at my former
employer. Is it
possible to transfer
these to my new
employer?

Yes – it is required that your new employer has been registered at SSG and that
the Civil Registration Number is known (can be checked by the administrator at
your former work place).
It is necessary that you use exactly the combination of digits and letters stated
when the employee was originally registered.

I have to work in a
company in Sweden
who requires SSG
courses. Are the
Danish courses valid
in Sweden?

The Danish Basic course for work in The Confederation of Danish Industry (DI) is
only valid in Denmark and not in Sweden. If you want to work in Sweden, you
must conduct a similar basic course complying with the Swedish rules.

Pls. follow the instruction for registration of new employees. When you enter the
Civil Registration Number and klick Validate, you see the data of the employee. It
is now possible to transfer the association of the employee to the new employer.

The course Fortum Waste Solutions Nyborg is made specifically for Fortum in
Nyborg and it is only valid here. In Swedish companies, there may be similar
demands as to specific courses.
Your administrator has to order the relevant Swedish courses. You can contact
SSG to order the Swedish basic courses.

Can I get support
from SSG?

The various possibilities to contact SSG can be seen at
https://www.ssg.se/support/.
Calls by telephone will be answered in Swedish or in English.
You are welcome to write SSG in Danish – the answer will be either in Swedish or
in English. The response time of SSG is usually within 24 hours.
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Can I get support
from Fortum?

Fortum is unfortunately not able to support SSG’s products. We can support you
in relation to questions about our instructions and to a limited extent concerning
communication to SSG
Questions and comments can be forwarded to:



EHSQ Specialist Frederik Møller Pedersen frederik.moller.pedersen@fortum.com or tel 3085 8154.
Emil Buchwald Johansen - emil.johansen@fortum.com or tel 3085 8163.

We recommend you to contact SSG directly.
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